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Function description 

D.001-D.512 8 Channel DMX512 Value，（001—512） 

Press "up" and "down" to adjust the value 

D01-D99 Empty 

S01-S99 Empty 

CA00-CA99 Gradual change function 

CB00-CB99 Auto run 

CC00-CC99 Tachycardia function 

LS00-LS70 Selective Color 

S001-S050 Sound control 

R000-R255 White 1 

G000-G255 Warm White 1 

B000-B255 White 2 

U000-U255 Warm White 2 

F001-F255 strobe 

● Master and slave mode setting：The same light 2 sets 

or more connected by the 3 core single cable，set any 

of the lights as the Master light on demonstrated 

program or gradient, changed by step, and the 

others set as receive code on d001 or Slave. 
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Model:NE-204A 

Please read this manual carefully before operating the LED light. 

●Notes 
1. This is a LED Product. 

2. Do not disassemble or repair the system by yourself unless you are qualified 

in the relevant field of electronics. When there is a problem, please enquire or 

contact a qualified electrician, or your local dealer. 

3. Installation should be done by professional technician. 

4. Do not exposure the system to wet and dust-laden environment. 

5. Do not touch the system by wet hand and pull the power cable forcefully. 

6. Do not turn on or off the system frequently, avoid turning on it for long time. 

7. Prevent strong vibration or G-shock to the system. 

8. Prevent other harmful objects entering the system. 

9. Keep at least 1 meter between the system and the objects in the lighting. 

10.Connect the power cable only when the system has been installed. 

11. Before connecting or disconnecting the power, adjust the luminance of the 

light diode as dim as possible to avoid any damage to it. 

12. Before powering on the system, be sure the power cable is connected into the 

power socket well. 

13. Turn off the system for 10 minutes after running constantly for four hours; 

ensure that the system is able to cool down in a suitable environment. 

14. When to be transported, use the original package to avoid damage. 

15. This symbol indicate separate collection for electrical and electronic 

equipment. 

Inspection 

Check that the following components are present within the package when 

receiving system - from the list below: 

1PCS LED Par          1 PCS LED User manual 

 

 SKILL SPECIFICATIONS 

Voltage：AC100~240V，50/60Hz 

Power：200W 

Lamp：4*50W Imported high brightness COB lamp(2White,2Warm White) 

Color t：3200K/6500K 

LED life：50,000 H 

Color rendering index：R>90 

Beam angle：60 ° 

Effect：dimmer  0~100% 

Channel：8CH 

Model：DMX512 

IP：IP65    

     

●  Function    
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CH1 0-255 On or off 

CH2 0-255 White 1 

CH3 0-255 Warm White 1 

CH4 0-255 White2 

CH5 0-255 Warm White 2 

CH6 0-255 Strobe (Slow to fast) 

CH7 0-79 Macro 
80-255 Sound control 

CH8 0-255 Macro speed from fast to slow，
CH7  

 


